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A Fixed-Parameter Algorithm for Detecting a Singleton Attractor
in an AND/OR Boolean Network with Bounded Treewidth
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and Tatsuya AKUTSU†† , Member

SUMMARY
The Boolean network can be used as a mathematical
model for gene regulatory networks. An attractor, which is a state of a
Boolean network repeating itself periodically, can represent a stable stage
of a gene regulatory network. It is known that the problem of finding
an attractor of the shortest period is NP-hard. In this article, we give
a fixed-parameter algorithm for detecting a singleton attractor (SA) for a
Boolean network that has only AND and OR Boolean functions of literals
and has bounded treewidth k. The algorithm is further extended to detect an
SA for a constant-depth nested canalyzing Boolean network with bounded
treewidth. We also prove the fixed-parameter intractability of the detection
of an SA for a general Boolean network with bounded treewidth.
key words: Boolean network, attractor, partial k-tree, fixed-parameter algorithm

1.

Introduction

The Boolean network (BN) is known as a discrete mathematical model of gene regulatory networks [8]. In a BN,
each vertex corresponds to a gene and takes one of two values 0 and 1, where 0 (resp., 1) means that the corresponding
gene is inactive (resp., active). The value of a vertex at a
given time step is determined according to a regulation rule,
which is a Boolean function of the values of the predecessors of the vertex at the previous time instant. The values of
vertices are updated synchronously, and the (global) state of
a network at a given time step is the vector of its vertex values. Beginning from any initial state, the system eventually
falls into an attractor, which is classified into two types: a
singleton attractor corresponding to a stable state, and a periodic attractor corresponding to a sequence of states that
repeats periodically.
The analysis of attractors is an important research topic
in bioinformatics and computational biology since Kauﬀman pointed out the correspondence between diﬀerent attractors and diﬀerent types of cells [8]. Therefore many
heuristic algorithms have been developed to detect and/or
enumerate attractors [3], [4], [6], [11].
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It is known that the problem of finding an attractor of
the shortest period is NP-hard even for BNs with maximum
in-degree 2 consisting of AND/OR of literals [12]. Due to
this hardness and the fact that there exist 2n global states for
a BN with n vertices, previous theoretical studies focused on
the development of o(2n )-time algorithms.
Since it is quite hard to develop such algorithms for
general BNs, some restrictions were assumed on types of
Boolean functions in all studies. For example, an O(1.587n )time algorithm and an O(1.985n )-time algorithm were developed for detection of a singleton attractor [9] and an attractor of period 2 [1], respectively, both for AND/OR BNs
which are BNs consisting of Boolean functions restricted to
conjunctions and disjunctions of literals.
An O(n2p(k+1) poly(n))-time algorithm was also developed for finding an attractor of period p of a BN having
bounded treewidth k and consisting of nested canalyzing
functions [8], where p and k are constants, and nested canalyzing functions are a super class of AND/OR functions
[1]. They also presented a fixed-parameter algorithm (precisely, an algorithm working in O(g(p, k, d)poly(n)) time
where g(p, k, d) depends only on p, k, d) for a general BN
with bounded degree d and bounded treewidth [1]. However, it is unknown whether there exists a fixed-parameter
algorithm even for an AND/OR BN with bounded treewidth
but without degree constraint. In this paper, we first present
a fixed-parameter algorithm for detection of a singleton attractor in an AND/OR BN with bounded treewidth. We further extend the algorithm for detection of a singleton attractor in a constant-depth nested canalyzing function BN with
bounded treewidth. Finally, we prove that detection of singleton attractor for a general BN with bounded treewidth is
W[1] hard for parameter k (i.e., fixed-parameter intractable
for parameter k).
2.

Preliminaries

A BN N(V, F) consists of a set V of n vertices and a corresponding set F = { fv : v ∈ V} of n Boolean functions.
Let v(x) ∈ {0, 1} represent the value of a vertex v at time
x, and denote by v(x) = v(x) : v ∈ V the state of the
network at time x. The values of all vertices are updated simultaneously according to the corresponding Boolean functions, v(x + 1) = fv (v(x)). Figure 1(a) gives an example. A
directed graph G(V, E) can be associated with the network,
with a directed edge (u, v) ∈ E if and only if fv depends on u,
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than a constant c.
3.

Fig. 1 (a) A BN. (b) The directed graph associated with (a). (c) A tree
decomposition of (b) and the consistent assignments for the nodes where
0/1ω represents φt (v) = ω and φ̂t (v) = 0/1. φtA = (0, 0, 0) is a candidate
assignment but not a consistent assignment because there is no consistent
assignment of tC that is compatible with it. (d) SAs of (a).

where edges may be self-loops. Figure 1(b) gives an example. The initial assignment of values v(1) = v(1) : v ∈ V
uniquely determines the state of the network at all x > 1.
An initial state is called a periodic attractor with period p if
v(1) = v(p + 1) and v(1)  v(q) holds for all 1 < q < p + 1.
An attractor with period p = 1 is called a singleton attractor,
SA in short. Figure 1(d) shows SAs for the BN in Fig. 1(a).
Problem 1: Detection of SA
Given a BN, decide whether or not there exists a singleton
attractor and output one if it exists.
A tree decomposition of a graph G(V, E) is a pair
T (VT , ET ), (Bt )t∈VT , where T (VT , ET ) is a rooted tree and
(Bt )t∈VT is a family of subsets of V such that
• for every v ∈ V, B−1 (v) = {t ∈ VT |v ∈ Bt } is nonempty
and connected in T , and
• for every edge {u, v} ∈ E, there exists t ∈ VT such that
u, v ∈ Bt .
The width of the decomposition is defined as maxt∈VT (|Bt | −
1) and the treewidth of G is the minimum of the widths
among all the tree decompositions of G. Graphs with
treewidth at most k are also known as partial k-trees [5].
Given a partial k-tree where k is a constant, a width k
tree decomposition can be constructed in linear time, i.e.,
O( f (k)n) [13]. We assume that the tree decomposition has
been constructed before we apply our algorithms. The tree
in Fig. 1(c) is a partial 2-tree of the graph in Fig. 1(b).
A nested canalyzing function, NC-function for short,
can be represented as
fv = l1 ∨...∨lk1 −1 ∨(lk1 ∧...∧lk2−1 ∧(lk2 ∨...∨lk3 −1 ∨(...)))
where li is the literal of the i-th predecessor of v and 1 ≤
k1 < k2 < ... < kc [7]. We call a BN consisting of only NCfunctions an NC-BN. A constant-depth NC-BN is an NCBN where the depth (i.e. kc ) of each NC-function is no more

The Algorithm for Detecting a Singleton Attractor in an AND/OR Boolean Network with Bounded
Treewidth

Let T (VT , ET ), (Bt )t∈VT  be a tree decomposition of G(V, E)
associated to a given BN N(V, F). Let des(t) denote
 the set
of descendants of t ∈ VT including t. Let Vt = t ∈des(t) Bt .
For each t ∈ VT , p(t) denotes the parent node of t in VT † .
Instead of enumerating all possible 0-1 assignments to
V to find singleton attractors, we could restrict the enumeration in each Bt . We will show that there is a process to
examine a partial 0-1 assignment to Bt to see if it could be
a part of a singleton attractor. For each t ∈ VT , φt denotes
a function from Bt to {0, 1, ω}, where we call such φt an assignment. The symbol ω is a mark to represent the status
of a vertex in Bt during the process and each assignment φt
actually corresponds to a 0-1 assignment φ̂t where
⎧
⎪
φ (v), if φt (v) ∈ {0, 1},
⎪
⎪
⎨ t
0,
if φt (v) = ω and fv is AND,
φ̂t (v) = ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 1,
if φ (v) = ω and f is OR.
t

v

We also use 0/1ω to represent that φt (v) = ω and φ̂t (v) = 0/1.
For a 0-1 assignment α to V ⊆ V, φt (v) is called validated (by α on V ) if φt (v) ∈ {0, 1} and the value is uniquely
determined as α(v) from α regardless of an assignment to
V − V . In our algorithm, V could be Bt or Vt ∪ Bt and
α could be φ̂t or the combination of assignments on t and
des(t). For example, in Fig. 1(c), assuming that α to (a, e)
equals φtD = (0, 1), φtD (a) and φtD (e) are both validated by α
because fa (α) = 0 = α(a) and fe (α) = 1 = α(e). The symbol
ω represents that the corresponding vertex is not validated
in the current assignment. The purpose of our method is to
find an assignment to V that validates all possible φt (v)s by
combining partial assignments that validate some part of the
vertices respectively.
We say that α violates a Boolean function fv (assigned
to vertex v) if the value (bv ) of fv is uniquely determined by
α but bv  α(v). α cannot be part of an SA if it violates any
Boolean functions of the vertices. For example, in Fig. 1(c),
assuming that α to (a, e) equals φtD = (1, 1), α violates fe
since fe (α) = 0  α(e).
It is to be noted that we need not validate if φ̂t (v) = 1
and v is an AND vertex, or, φ̂t (v) = 0 and v is an OR vertex.
Such φ̂t (v) is treated as validated because Boolean values
of its input vertices are uniquely determined (in a singleton
attractor). Therefore, φt (v) = ω holds only if v is an AND
vertex and φ̂t (v) = 0, or v is an OR vertex and φ̂t (v) = 1. It
is enough for such a vertex to examine whether α does not
violate fv .
φt is called consistent if the following is satisfied
(1) φt (v) ∈ {0, 1} holds for all v ∈ Bt − B p(t) , where we let
B p(t) = ∅ if t is the root, and
†
We use nodes and vertices for T (VT , ET ), (Bt )t∈VT  and
N(V, F), respectively.
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(2) there exists a 0-1 assignment α to Vt such that φ̂t (v) =
α(v) holds for all v ∈ Bt , α does not violate any Boolean
function assigned to Vt , and φt (v) is validated for all v
such that φt (v) ∈ {0, 1} by α on Vt .
For a consistent assignment, 0/1 means φt (v) is validated
and ω means φt (v) is not validated nor violated by the assignment α in (2). For example, in Fig. 1(c), assuming
α = φtC = (0ω , 1, 1), α does not validate nor violate φtC (a).
Let At be the set of consistent assignments to Bt . There
exists a singleton attractor iﬀ Ar  ∅ for the root r of T .
Furthermore, such a singleton attractor can be retrieved by
using the standard traceback technique. We describe below
how to compute At by dynamic programming from leaves
to the root in VT . For each leaf t, At is determined by
At = {φt | φt satisfies conditions (1) and (2) for α = φ̂t .}.
Let t1 , . . . , td be the children of t. We call φt and φti are
compatible if, for each v ∈ Bt ∩ Bti , φt (v) = φti (v) holds, or
φt (v) ∈ {0, 1}, φti (v) = ω and φ̂t (v) = φ̂ti (v) hold. For example, in Fig. 1(c), assuming φtA = (0, 1, 0) and φtC = (0ω , 1, 1),
φtA and φtC are compatible. We say that φt is a candidate assignment if φt (v) ∈ {0, 1} holds for any vertex in Bt − B p(t) ,
φt does not violate any function assigned to Bt , and φt (v) is
validated by φt for any vertex Bt − B p(t) − ∪ j=1,...,d Bt j . For an
OR vertex v ∈ Bt , φt (v) = 1 is validated by φt if there exists
some input vertex u ∈ Bt such that fv contains the positive
literal of u and φ̂t (u) = 1, or fv contains the negative literal
of u and φ̂t (u) = 0. The validation is similar for an AND vertex. For each candidate assignment, we maintain a 0-1 table
X(x1 , . . . , xh ) where {v j1 , . . . , v jh } = Bt (i.e., X is a 0-1 table
having 2|Bt | entries). Each entry is a state of validation where
xk = 1 means φt (v jk ) has been validated or φt (v jk ) = ω and
xk = 0 means otherwise. An entry X(x1 , . . . , xh ) = 1 means
the state can be achieved by the combination of φt and consistent assignments of diﬀerent children of t. It is to be noted
that since the degree of t ∈ VT may be O(n), the computation
time would be exponential of n if the table X is not used and
all combinations of φti are considered for 1 ≤ i ≤ O(n). The
following is a pseudocode to find Ar (see also Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 The validation of an assignment. Part A (Bt ∩ B p(t) ) can be validated later, Part B (Bt − B p(t) − ∪ j Bt j ) must be validated by φt , and Part C
((Bt ∩ (∪ j Bt j )) − B p(t) ) must be validated by φt , φt1 , φt2 .

Procedure F pAttAND/OR
for all leaves in VT do compute At ;
for all internal nodes t in VT do
At ← ∅;
for all candidate assignments φt do
for all (x1 , . . . , xh ) ∈ {0, 1}h do
X(x1 , . . . , xh ) ← 0;
X(x1 , . . . , xh ) ← 1 where xg = 1 iﬀ φt (v jg ) has
already been validated, or φt (v jg ) = ω;
for i = 1 to d do
Y ← X;
if there is no φti ∈ Ati compatible with φt
then break and examine next φt ;
for all φti ∈ Ati compatible with φt do
let zg = 1 if φti (v jg ) ∈ {0, 1},
otherwise zg = 0;
for all (x1 , . . . , xh ) with X(x1 , . . . , xh ) = 1 do
Y(max(x1 , z1 ), . . . , max(xh , zh )) ← 1;
X ← Y;
if X(1, 1, . . . , 1) = 1 then At ← At ∪ {φt }
Theorem 1: Given its tree decomposition, the singleton attractor detection problem for an AND/OR BN with bounded
treewidth k can be solved in O(18k poly(n)) time.
Proof. It is to be noted that in each iteration of t, for an OR
vertex v ∈ Bt , φt (v) = 1 is validated iﬀ φt (v) is validated
by φt or, φti (v) = 1 for some φti ∈ Ati for some i. The
former condition can be checked at the part of xg = 1, and
the latter condition can be checked at the part of zg = 1 in the
procedure, where zg = 1 means that v jg is newly validated
(unless it has already been validated).
To prove the correctness of F pAttAND/OR, it is sufficient to prove that At contains all consistent assignments
of t. A consistent assignment is a candidate assignment
since a candidate assignment satisfies condition (1) of a consistent assignment, which is “φt (v) ∈ {0, 1} holds for all
v ∈ Bt − B p(t) .” For a candidate assignment φt , the vertices in Part B (see Fig. 2) can be validated by φt itself. φt
can be added to At when there is a consistent assignment
φti for each child ti of t that is compatible with φt and all
φt (v jg ) ∈ {0, 1} is validated by at least one of φti . Since
φt (v) ∈ {0, 1} holds for all v ∈ Bt − B p(t) , the vertices in Part
C (see Fig. 2) have been validated. A portion of the vertices
in Part A (see Fig. 2) might also have been validated in the
same step. For the others (φt (v) = ω) in Part A, neither φt
nor any φti violates their Boolean functions because φt is a
candidate assignment and any φti is a consistent assignment.
These vertices can be validated later. For each φti , since φti
is a consistent assignment, there is a 0-1 assignment αti that
satisfies condition (2) of a consistent assignment. We can
combine φ̂t and all αti to form a 0-1 assignment αt since φt
is compatible with all φti and Vti ∩ Bt = Bti ∩ Bt for all ti in
a tree decomposition. It is trivial that αt satisfies the conditions of a consistent assignment.
Since the number of possible φt is bounded by 3k+1 per t
and the size of table X is bounded by 2k+1 for partial k-trees,
the computation time of FpAttAND/OR can be bounded by
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O(3k (2k + n3k 2k ))poly(n) = O(18k poly(n)).
4.



A Fixed-Parameter Algorithm for Detecting a Singleton Attractor in a Constant-Depth NC-BN with
Bounded Treewidth

In this section, we extend the F pAttAND/OR procedure so
that the SA detection problem for a constant-depth NC-BN
with bounded treewidth k can be solved in O( f (ck)poly(cn))
time, where c is the maximum number of layers of the nested
canalyzing functions.
The input of the problem is a BN N(V, F), which consists of a set V of n vertices and a corresponding set F =
{ fv : v ∈ V} of n c-depth
nested canalyzing functions. Let

T (VT , ET ), (Bt )t∈VT be one of its tree decomposition.
The algorithm is quite simple. First, the constant-depth
NC-BN N is transformed to an AND/OR BN N (V , F )
by introducing vertices that represent the parentheses in the
nested canalyzing functions (we call them parenthesis vertices). For example, if fv = v1 ∨ v2 ∨ (v3 ∧ v4 ∧ v5 ∧ (v6 ∨ (v7 ∧
v8 ))), three vertices v1 , v2 and v3 are added and fv3 = v7 ∧ v8 ,
fv2 = v6 ∨ v3 , fv1 = v3 ∧ v4 ∧ v5 ∧ v2 and fv = v1 ∨ v2 ∨ v1 .
The idea is illustrated in Fig. 3. N has less than or equal to
cn vertices
and can be decomposed
as a partial (ck + c − 1)

tree T (VT , ET ), (Bt )t∈VT . The tree decomposition of N can
be achieved by adding the parenthesis vertices in the same
Bt s as their corresponding vertices. In the above example, if
v ∈ Bt , {v, v1 , v2 , v3 } ⊂ Bt .
Theorem 2: The singleton attractor detection problem for
a constant-c-depth NC-BN with bounded treewidth k can be
solved in O( f (ck)poly(cn)) time, where f (ck) is a function
depending only on c and k.
Proof. If there is a singleton attractor in N, there is a 0-1
assignment α to V such that α(v) = fv (α). Assignment α
can be extended to α on V by assigning the parenthesis
vertices v = fv (α ) in a bottom-up order. Assignment α is a
singleton attractor of N .
If there is a singleton attractor α in N , let α = α (V),
where α (V) is a function from {0, 1}|V | to {0, 1}|V| . Assignment α will be a singleton attractor of N according to the
definition of N.

By utilizing the F pFindAtt procedure for N , the problem can be solved in O( f (ck)poly(cn)) time.

5.

Fixed-parameter Intractability of the Detection
of Singleton Attractor of a BN with Bounded
Treewidth

In this section, we are going to prove the fixed-parameter
intractability of detection of singleton attractor of a general
Boolean network with bounded treewidth k. The proof is by
reducing the k-clique problem to this problem in polynomial
time.
Problem 2: The k-clique problem
Given an undirected graph Gc (Vc , Ec ) and a number k, decide whether or not there exists a clique of size k in Gc and
output one if it exists.
The idea of the reduction is to build a BN N(V, F) with
bounded treewidth given Gc (Vc , Ec ) and k. If there exists an
SA in N, there should exist a clique of size k in Gc , and vise
versa. For simplification, we use v to represent v(t) in the
following Boolean functions.
The construction of N(V, F) given Gc is described as follows
Given Gc (Vc , Ec ) and k,
• V = {R, X1 , X2 , . . . Xk } ∪ {qi , qi |q ∈ Vc , 1 ≤ i ≤ k},
• fR = R̄ ∨ (X1 ∧ X2 ... ∧ Xk ),
• fXi = q∈Vc (qi ∧ ( p∈Vc ,(p,q)Ec p̄i ∧ p̄i )) for each 1 ≤
i ≤ k,
• fqi = qi ∧ q̄i ∧ ( ji q j ) for each q ∈ Vc and 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
• fqi = (qi ∧ ( ji q̄ j )) ∨ (q̄i ∧ q̄i ∧ ( ji q j ∨ q j )) for each
q ∈ Vc and 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
For example, given a Gc , which consists of four vertices {a, b, c, d} and four edges {(a, b), (b, c), (a, c), (a, d)},
and a k = 3,
• fR = R̄ ∨ (X1 ∧ X2 ∧ X3 )
• fX1 = a1 ∨ (b1 ∧ d̄1 ∧ d̄1 ) ∨ (c1 ∧ d̄1 ∧ d̄1 ) ∨ (d1 ∧ b̄1 ∧
b̄1 ∧ c̄1 ∧ c̄1 ),
• fa1 = a1 ∧ ā1 ∧ (a2 ∨ a3 ),
• fa1 = (a1 ∧ ā2 ∧ ā3 ) ∨ (ā1 ∧ ā1 ∧ (a2 ∨ a2 ∨ a3 ∨ a3 ))
The remaining Boolean functions (e.g. fX2 , fa2 , fb3 ) are built
in the same way. Figure 4 gives an example of the constructed Boolean network. It is a partial 3k − 1-tree since
it can be decomposed as the tree in Fig. 5. The construction
time grows polynomially with the size of Gc and the number
k.
Lemma 3: If there exists a clique of size k in Gc , there
exists a corresponding singleton attractor in N.

Fig. 3 Transforming a nested canalyzing function to multiple AND/OR
Boolean functions. The grey vertices are the input of the white vertices.
The vertices in the same grey scales are in the same layers of the nested
canalyzing function. Dashed border vertices are added to represent the
parentheses.

Proof. Say that the induced subgraph of Q ⊆ Vc is a clique
of size k and the vertices of Q are ranked arbitrarily. For
1 ≤ i ≤ k, if q is the i-th vertex of Q, we set qi = 1 and
q j = 1 for any other j  i (e.g. a1 = a2 = a3 = b1 = b2 =
b3 = c1 = c2 = c3 = 1). We also set R = X1 = ... = Xk = 1
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Lemma 4: If there exists a singleton attractor for N, in its
initial state, Xi = 1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Proof. R(t + 1) = 1 when R = 0. Therefore, R = 1 if
there exists an SA. To make R(t + 1) = 1 when R = 1, the

value of the clause (X1 ∧ X2 ... ∧ Xk ) should be 1.
Lemma 5: If there exists a singleton attractor for N, in its
initial state, the values of its qi qi cannot be 11 for any q ∈ Vc
and 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Fig. 4 An illustration of the constructed Boolean network. For every
vertex q ∈ Vc , its corresponding vertices qi , qi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k are connected
with each other. We only draw such edges of one vertex for simplification.
The direction of the edges and self-loop edges are not illustrated since they
do not aﬀect the result of the tree decomposition.

Proof. The Boolean function fqi proves this lemma.



Lemma 6: If there exists a singleton attractor for N, in its
initial state, whenever the values of one qi qi are 00, the values of all the other q j q j are also 00.
Proof. By the definition of fqi , qi (t+1) = 0 whenever qi = 0.
To make qi (t + 1) = 0 when qi qi = 00, the clause ( ji q j ∨

q j ) of fqi should be 0, which completes the proof.
Lemma 7: If there exists a singleton attractor for N, in its
initial state, whenever the values of one qi qi are 01, the values of q j q j s for all j  i should be 10.

Fig. 5 The tree decomposition of the Boolean network in Fig. 4. It is a
partial 3k − 1-tree.

and set the values of all the other vertices 0.
According to the assignment, for values of qi qi , 01
means that the vertex q is the i-th vertex of the clique Q,
10 means that q belongs to the clique but it is not the i-th
vertex, 00 means that q does not belong to the clique, and
there is no 11.
R(t + 1) = 1 because the clause (X1 ∧ X2 ... ∧ Xk ) = 1.
For Xi (t + 1), there must exist a vertex q ∈ Vc that is
the i-th vertex of the clique and qi = 1 according to the
above assignment. All the vertices in Vc that are not connected to q should not appear in the clique, so the clause
( p∈Vc ,(p,q)Ec p̄i ∧ p̄i ) should be 1 because the values of pi pi
are all 00. Therefore, Xi (t + 1) = 1.
The values of qi (t + 1) and qi (t + 1) are discussed together. If the values of qi qi are 01, the values of all the
other q j q j s, j  i are 10. Therefore, the clause ( ji q̄ j )
should be 1 and thus the value of qi (t + 1) is 1. The value
of qi (t + 1) should be 0 because qi = 0 and the ∧ operation.
If the values of qi qi are 10, there should exist one pair of
vertices q j q j = 01, which makes qi (t + 1) = 1, and qi (t + 1)
is always 0 given such qi qi . If the values of qi qi are 00, the
values of all the other q j q j s are 00, which make the values
of qi (t + 1)qi (t + 1) become 00.
This assignment satisfies the condition of the singleton
attractor v(t + 1) = v(t).

Now we are going to prove the other direction of the
reduction. If there exists a singleton attractor for the constructed BN, we can find a clique of size k in Gc . Instead of
giving a direct proof, we first prove some lemmas to support
it.

Proof. According to the definition of fqi , qi (t + 1) = 0 whenever qi = 0. To make qi (t + 1) = 1, the clause ( ji q̄ j )
should be 1 and the values of all q j ( j  i) should be 0. According to Lemma 6, if there is one pair of q j q j = 00, all the
other such pairs should be 00, which conflicts the fact that
qi qi = 01. Therefore, the values of all the pairs q j q j s, j  i,
should be 10.

Lemma 8: If there exists a singleton attractor for N, in its
initial state, whenever the values of one qi qi are 10, there is
exact one pair of vertices q j q j = 01
Proof. First, qi (t+1) = 0 when qi qi = 10. To make qi (t+1) =
1, the clause ( ji q j ) should be 1, which means there must
exist at least one vertex, say q j = 1. The value of q j cannot
be 1 according to Lemma 5, so q j q j = 01. There would not
be another such pair of vertices according to Lemma 7. 
Lemma 9: If there exists a singleton attractor for N, in its
initial state, there exists a clique of size k in G.
Proof. According to Lemma 4, if there exists a singleton attractor for N, in its initial state, there should exist at least one
clause (qi ∧ ( p∈Vc ,(p,q)Ec p̄i ∧ p̄i )) = 1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
and the values of the vertices qi s in such clauses should be 1.
The values of qi qi for such vertices should be 01 according
to Lemma 5. In addition, according to Lemma 7, for each
q ∈ Vc , there is at most one vertex with qi qi = 01. Therefore,
X1 , X2 , ..., Xk can represent k disjoint non-empty subsets of
Vc . The assignment qi qi = 01 means that the vertex q is in
the k-th subset.
Pick one vertex for each subset and there will be k vertices. Any pair of such vertices p and q, which are in the
j-th and the i-th subset respectively (i.e. p j p j = 01 and
qi qi = 01), should be connected with each other; otherwise,
according to Lemma 7, pi pi = 10 and the value of clause
( p∈Vc ,(p,q)Ec p̄i ∧ p̄i ) in fXi equals 0, which violates the assumption. Therefore, the induced subgraph of the k vertices
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is a clique of size k.



Theorem 10: The detection of a singleton attractor of a
BN with bounded treewidth k is W[1]-hard for parameter
k.
Proof. Given a k-clique problem, we can construct a BN
N that is a partial 3k − 1-tree. According to Lemma 3 and
Lemma 9, we know that the k-clique problem can be reduced to the detection of an SA on N. Since the k-clique
problem is a W[1]-hard for parameter k, so is the problem
of detecting an SA on N.

For the k-clique problem, Chen et al. [2] gave a tight
lower bound of complexity; i.e., k-clique cannot be solved in
no(k) unless all SNP problems (defined in [10]) are solvable
in subexponential time, which seems unlikely. Therefore,
under the same assumption, the problem of SA detection
of a BN with bounded treewidth k cannot be solved in no(k)
time. The best known algorithm for detecting k-clique runs
in time O(n0.792k ) [10], which means that, given a spacial
BN in the reduction (a partial 3k − 1-tree equivalent to a kclique problem), SA detection can be done in polynomial
time if k is a constant. On the other hand, for more complex
BNs, i.e. when a Boolean function is allowed to represent a
SAT problem, SA detection of a BN is NP-hard even for a
partial-1 tree. One of our future works for SA detection of a
BN with bounded treewidth k is to prove the W[1]-hardness
for k with more restricted class of BN.
Another possible future work might be the application
of the notion of nice tree decomposition. It has been utilized
to improve the fixed-parameter algorithms of problems such
as dominating set in a partial k-tree [14].
6.

Conclusion

In this article, we gave a fixed-parameter algorithm for detecting an SA in an AND/OR BN with bounded treewidth
k. We also extended the algorithm for detecting an SA in a
constant-depth NC-BN with bounded treewidth. However,
there is not plausible fixed-parameter algorithm for detecting an SA in a general BN with bounded treewidth, since we
proved the fixed-parameter intractability of this problem. It
is still unknown that the problem of detecting an SA in an
NC-BN with bounded treewidth is fixed parameter tractable
or W[1]-hard.
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